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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to give some further results about complex 
powers of operators, a tool that the authors already employed in [2] and 
[S] to study some questions of operator theory. 
Our first result is essentially a completion of Corollary 2.9 of [2], since 
it gives an estimate for the rate of decrease of (A-A))’ at infinity, when 
A is a “positive” operator with bounded imaginary powers. We remark that 
the converse question (i.e., the estimate of the imaginary powers in terms 
of the amplitude of the spectrum) remains open. 
Next we prove a result of pertubation: if we add to a positive operator 
B, with bounded imaginary powers, a closed linear operator A whose 
domain is “strictly” larger than the domain of B, we get an operator which, 
if it is positive, has bounded imaginary powers. In this context we do not 
require commutativity of A and B. 
Finally we prove a result about the fractional powers of a sum. In this 
connection we recall that in the paper [2] we gave a sufficient condition 
for the sum A + B of two closed linear operators in a complex Banach 
space X to be closed. The assumptions that we made were the following: 
(a) X has the UMD property (i.e., the Hilbert transform is a 
bounded operator from LP(R, X) into LP(R, X) for 1 < p < co) 
(b) A and B are positive operators, in the sense that they are densely 
defined, every real number A < 0 belongs to the resolvent set of both, and 
sup(l + 1~.J)max{Jl(~-A)~‘)(, II(l-B)p’ll} < +cc 
i. < 0 
(see F3, P. 91 I) 
(c) the resolvent operators of A and B commute 
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(d) Vt E R, A” and B” are bounded operators, the groups tt-+ A”. 
t I---+ B” are strongly continuous with !lA”(l < C, exp(0, / tI ), I/ B”Il 6 
C, exp(0,I t\ ), and 0, + 13, < TC. 
Actually what we proved is that, under a assumptions (a) to (d), 0 belongs 
to the resolvent set of A + B. Therefore one can ask whether A + B is again 
a positive operator and what can be said about its powers with purely 
imaginary exponents. The answer is given in our Theorem 3.1. 
In proving this theorem we shall make use repeatedly of Stirling’s 
asymptotic expansion, 
with w(z) +O as the distance of z from R goes to infinity. 
From the above expansion the following Pincherle’s estimate is easily 
obtained: VfM> 0 3C, > 0 such that for real x and .r, with 1x1 d A4 G / ~‘1. 
Ir(x+iy)I<C, Ix+iyl” “*e-‘n*“! 
Finally, we shall use the following asymptotic property of the function 
Y = r’/r: as the distance of z from R-- goes to infinity, Y(z) -log z + 0. 
For these facts see for instance [7, Sections 38 and 391. 
2. Two RESULTS ABOUT IMAGINARY POWERS 
In this section we prove the first two results announced in the introduc- 
tion. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a complex Banach space and A: 9(A) -+ X u 
positive operator. Suppose that ‘V’SE R A” is bounded, that s H A”’ is u 
strongly continuous group, and that ME R+, 19 E [0, n[ are such that 
VSER liA”‘li <Mexp(8 IsI). Then: 
(a) o(A) c {re14; r>O, f$E [-0,e-J). 
(b) Vd~]Ile, 27t-Q[ 3C(q5)~R+ such that Vr>O Il(re’m-A)~ll! < 
C($)/(l + r). 
Proof For (a), see [2, Corollary 2.91. Let us prove (b). We fix 4 E 
10, 27c- Q[. Since 0 Ed, it is enough to prove that supr,,, lIr(reim - A)- ‘11 
< + co. But re”(re@ - A)-’ = rei(4-X’(re’0~n)+ A)--‘; therefore, since 
0 + 14 - ~1 < rc, from Section 2 of [2] it follows that Vc E 10, l[, 
JOY 14’) I-Y 
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reid(re+ - A) - 1 
1 
5 
c+ioO ze 
i((-Z)ZA --z 
=- 
2i c--ioo r sin(nz) 
dz 
1 
I 
c+im rZA-2 
=Ti c--im sin(7cz) 
-dz+; j;;‘” rZe’i;;;;z;l A-‘dz, 
c 1oo 
and the first summand is equal to r(r+ A))‘. Concerning the second 
one, we remark that, by Proposition A.8 of [2], the function 
z H rZ( e@ -=)’ - 1 )/sin(rrz)) A -’ is continuous in the strong operator 
topology for 0 d Re z < 4, and hence it is bounded on the compact subsets 
of this strip, while for IIm zI 2 1, 0 < Re z < 4, 
II 
‘2 ,iC# - n)z -1 Y 
sin( 7rz) 
A-’ 
II 
<&f l+J; \ 
sinh(n: Pm 4 10~::: 112 llA-Rerll 
eWmzl( 1+ e(n ~ OImz). 
Therefore, by the dominated convergence theorem, as c + O+, we get 
re’*( re’+ -A)-‘=r(r+A))l+Ljle r= 
eiO- nb -1 
2i -im sin(nz) 
A-‘dz. 
As, by assumption SUP~,~ Ilr(r + A)-‘11 < + co and 
ze 
i(+ - n)z -1 
sin( 712) 
eelsl 
le’“-“L 11 
sinh(nlsl) 
ds 
which is finite and does not depend on r, the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a complex Banach space and B: 9(B) + X a 
positive operator whose imaginary powers are bounded and form a strongly 
continuous group, with II BiSII < M exp(b IsI). Suppose that A : 9(A) -+ X 
is a closed linear operator and that 30~ 10, l[ such that 9(Be) Go. 
Suppose moreover that 3j? E [0, Z[ such that the spectra of B and A + B are 
contained in the sector {reid: r>O, -fl<rj</I}, and max{ II(rei4- B))‘ll, 
11 (re” -A-B))‘Il}dC(q5)(1+r))’ when j?<4<2n-j?. 
Then the imaginary powers of A + B are bounded and form a strongly 
continuous group, with \)(A+ B))‘ll <M’exp((s+max{6, fi}) IImzl), for 
arbitary E > 0. 
Proof: It is enough to prove that for 0 < Re zb f, lj(A + B))‘- BP’11 d 
C exp((e + j?) IIm zI ). Indeed the assumption on B implies that for 
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O<Rezd$ liB-‘ll<Ces”mZ’; so that we shall get /I(,4 + B))‘lI d 
M’ exp( (s + max { 6, /I} ) ]Im zI ) and the remaining statements will follow 
from Theorem 17.9.1 of [S] and proposition A.9 of [2]. 
Let $ > B be a real number and let y be the curve obtained by the union 
of the half-lines re It iti, r > 0, oriented from cce’$ to xe @. Then, for x E X. 
ll(A + B)-‘x- B- ‘x/I 
(here we have employed the assumption on the rate of decrease of the 
resolvent operators of B and A + B, the boundedness of the operator A B ~~’ 
and the momentum inequality). Now we remark that r -Rez d rp ‘I2 when 
0 <r < 1 and reRez f 1 when r > 1, and this concludes the proof. 
Remark 2.3. In the statement of Theorem 2.2 we have supposed that B 
and A + B are both positive operators. However, as A is relatively bounded 
with respect to B, we can try to apply a perturbation result to investigate 
the spectral properties of A + B. From 9(Be) s 9(A), the closedness of A, 
and the boundedness of BP0 it follows that AB-8 is bounded and so 
3C, > 0 such that IlAxll d C, II B’xll Vz E 9(Be). But the momentum 
inequality yields 
and therefore 
IIBexll d C, ll~ll-~ llWe Vx E 9(B) 
Vx E 9(B) IlAxll G GCe llxll’ -’ lIWe d C,CG II4 + GC,b’ IIBxII 
provided that c( > (1 - 6) be”‘- ‘) 0”‘(’ -‘), as can be proved by an elemen- 
tary computation. 
Now, let us fix &, E 10, x[ and set .Z = {re’“: r > 0, qSo < q$ < 27c-4,). 
Suppose that for ~EC (1 + 111) II(1- B)-‘11 is bounded (such a sector 
always exists for a positive operator: the only question is its amplitude). By 
applying Theorem IV.3.17 of [6] we see that, when C, is small enough, 
Zzp(A+B) and (l+ln]) I/(1--A-B)-‘11 is bounded. 
It is possible, however, that one has no chance to get a small C,. In this 
case we cannot say, in general, that A + B is again a positive operator, 
but we can say that p + A + B is positive as soon as ,U E R + is large 
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enough. Indeed, let C be as above and choose /?E R+ such that 
Cz = C,C,/?sup,,, I/(,?. - B)-‘11 < 1 and cc = (1 - 0)jI”““~“@~“). 
Obviously from A E Z and p E R + it follows that A - p E C, so that to apply 
Theorem IV.3.17 of [6], we must have supA-,= C,CBa II(A-p -B))‘ll < 
l-C,. But since Il(n-~---)~‘jl~~/(l+I~-~l)~M/(l+~sin~,) for 
p large enough, the assumptions of that theorem are fulfilled. 
3. COMPLEX POWERS OF A SUM 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that assumptions (a) to (d) of the introduction 
are fulfilled. Then A + B is a positive operator (in the sense of assumption 
@)I, (A + Wi’ is bounded Vt ER, t H (A + B)” is a strongly continuous 
group, and 
where C only depends on CA, C,, 8,) 0,. 
Proof. First of all we prove that A + B is a positive operator. 
The denseness of the domain follows at once from Proposition 2.5 of [ 11. 
Since 0 E p(A + B) (see Theorem 2.1 of .[2]), we have to prove that 
R-zp(A+B) and that )I(i-A-B)-‘11 <C/IA VIER~. But this follows 
at once from Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.5 of [ 11, which can be applied 
thanks to Theorem 2.1 above, and the closedness of A + B. 
The proof of the remaining part requires the asymptotic estimates on the 
f and Y functions listed in the introduction, besides a certain number of 
intermediate results which are useful for technical reasons. Owing to the 
remarkable length of the proof, and the involved pattern employed, we give 
here a short summary of the argument. 
The natural way to argue would be the following. First of all we would 
write (A + B)-’ by means of the imaginary powers of A and B, and the 
formula would be 
whereO<Rer<Rez<l. 
Unfortunately, in order to get this equality we need a preliminary 
estimate on (A + B) -’ of the kind 
C 
Il(~+B)-‘II~(l+l)Rc;exp((c+~,)IImzl) 
with small- E and with C independent of A E [0, + co [ and z. 
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This estimate can be obtained from the formula analogous to (3.1) when 
A = AZ, which, in this case, can be proved without difficulty. On the other 
hand, the estimate of the right-hand side of (3.1) requires only some 
technicalities. 
Let ; be a complex number such that 0 < Re z < 1. On the strip 
{ M’ E C : 0 < Re u’ < Re z} we consider the function M’ H V_(w) = 
f(w) Z(: - W) AWp’Bp”, which is a holomorphic function with values in 
P’(X). If we take Re UJ in 10, Re z[ and IIm WI > 1 + 1~1 then 
If(w) z-(z - w)l 
x exp -~([Imwj+lIm(z-w)l)) 
d C Iw/ ‘12( Iz/ + 1~1)‘:~ exp 
( 
-;(!I m ~‘1 + /Im(z - +t’)I) 
> 
Therefore for the same values of MI, 
II V,(fia)II d C,,,(lzl + 14) 
xexp((QB--:) ,Irn..\+(0,-:) lIm(z-Ml)l) 
6CA,B(14+Iwl)exp ‘(~,+~,-L)II 
( 
This ensures that Vc E 10, Re z[ jR 11 V,(c + is)/1 ds < + r~c and that 
JR V,(c+ z’s) ds= -if;‘;; I’=(W) dw does not depend on c. Thus we define 
@: {zEC: O<Rez< l} -U(X), such that 
V,(w)dw-(A’. =+ B’- ‘)(A+ B) ’ 
(with 0 < c < Re z). 
By means of the equality 
A’ ~‘(A+B)~‘=~..l’,~~I(w)f(l-~t.)A”~=B~~*’h, 
< 1x 
and the analogous one for B’ --‘(A + B)-’ (see [2]), elementary computa- 
tions yield 
-T(z-w)r(l-z+w) A”‘p’Bmm”dw. 
> 
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Now, fix t E R, t # 0: we wish to prove that, as r + O+, @(r + it) has a 
limit in the strong operator topology, which we shall call @(it). 
To this end we write @(2r + it)x = (1/27c) JR F(r, s)x ds, where, for 
rE]O, i[ and SER, 
F(r, s) = 
T(r+is)T(r+i(t-s)) 
r(2r + it) 
-T(r+is)r(l-r--is) 
-T(r+i(t-s))T(l-r-i(t-s)) A-‘-ict-ss)B-‘-is. 
) 
Owing to the dominated convergence theorem, it is enough to prove that 
the function F has a strongly continuous extension to [0, a[ x R and that 
for suitably small r and large IsI, lIF(r, s)ll < CePV’“l, with q > 0. 
In order to get the estimate, we remark that 
ilA-‘- r(s-r)~-r-irlI 
< c.4c, sup IIA -rll 11~~71 exp(e, Is - 4 + @e14 1
0 < I< I/2 
d Cht exp((e, + 0,) I4 ). 
Therefore it is enough to estimate the scalar coefficient of F(r, s) by 
exp((P - n) I.4 1, with 0 < jI < n - (0, + 0,). 
Let us consider the three summands separately and take IsI > 1 + Jtl, 
0 < r < f. In the first summand lr(2r + it)\ is bounded away from 0, while 
Ir(r+is)T(r+i(t-s))l 
dCIr+isl’-1’21r+i(t-s)l’-1’2exp (-;lsI-ilt-sl) 
GCexp t ItI exp(-rc 1~1). 
( > 
The second summand gives 
JT(r+is)r(l-r-is)1 
<CIr+i~l’-“~ Il-r-isl’-‘-“2exp(-n Isl) 
< C(l + )~))l/~ exp( --n: Is\). 
The third summand gives 
IT(r+i(t-s))ZJl-r-i(t---))I 
<CIr+i(t-~)l~-“~ Il-r-~(t-~)J’-~-~‘~exp(-n It-sl) 
<Cexp(n Itl)(l -t ItI + Isl)1’2exp(-71 IsI). 
Thus the estimate is proved. 
The function F has a strongly continuous extension at every point (0, S) 
with s $ (0, t}. The existence of a continuous extension of F at (0,O) is an 
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obvious consequence of the existence of the limit, as (4, z) -+ (0, it), of 
r(tNQ - 4)/&J- r(l- 511, w ic can be proved as follows: the term h h 
within parentheses is holomorphic in a neighbourhood of (0, it) and 
vanishes identically for l= 0, so that it is the product of < by a 
holomorphic function. 
By putting (T = t-s we get the continuous extension of F at (0,~). 
Thus we have 
T(k) r(i(t-s)) 
r(it) 
-l-(k) r(1 -is) 
-r(i(t-s)) r(l -i(t-s)) A “‘mm’)BpL“xds 
i 
and we want to estimate ll@(it)ll for 1 tl >/ 1. To this end we remark that 
T(is)T(i(t-s))=i(t-s)+isr(is)r(i(t-s)) 
r(it) it r(it) 
=f(iS)r(l +i(t-s))+I-(1 +is)T(i(t-s)) 
I-( 1 + it) r(l+it) ’ 
so that 
o(it)x=; j( 
f(is)r(l+i(t-s)) 
I-( 1 + it) -r(is)r(l --is) R 1 
1 
-% R J-C 
r(l +is)T(i(t-s)) 
r( 1 + it) 
-T(i(t-s))z-(I-i(t-s)) 
xA- i(r-s)~-is~ &; 
and since the second integral can be obtained from the first by changing s 
with t-s and A with B, we only estimate the first one. Moreover we 
suppose t > 1, the case t < - 1 being quite analogous. Now we have 
T(is)I-(l+i(t-s)) 
Am”‘+‘BpiSxds 
T(is)r(l+i(t-s)) 
-f(is)r(l --is) 
x IIA- ‘(‘-S)ll ~~B-‘“~~ /(XII ds 
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T(iS)T(l +i(t-S)) 
r( 1 + it) IIA ~ 
i(‘-S)ll IIB-isII llxll ds 
and we are going to estimate each summand separately. 
We recall that V~ER\{O}, IIJiy)12=z/(lyl sinh(z Ivl)), so that 
Ir(l +iy)12=~ lyl/sinh(z 1~1). Then we have 
I IT(k) r(l -is)/ IIAp’(‘-S)II JB-iSII ds ISI > 1 
s 1 d 71CA c, 1~1 t sinh(n Isl) exp(0, It--s1 +8, Isl)ds 
< CL B eoar s exp(V, + b- 4 IsI) ds ISI 2 I 
= 2GB ev(e, + 8, - 4 eo,r 
+e,+eB) . 
Moreover, 
j I 
T(is)r(l+i(t-s)) IIAp’(‘+S)li IIB-“ll ds 
Is/ > I r( 1 + it) 
& C, C,(n sinh(zt))1/2 j ( It--s1 
112 
,Sla~ IsI tsinh(z Isl)sinh(n It-sl) > 
x exp(8, It - $1 + 8, IsI ) ds 
< c JW j,, > 1 JT 
xexp((8,-x/2) It-s/ +(e,-n/2) lsl)ds 
..eRf12[il:exp((5-e,)s+(e,-~)(t-s))ds 
+j~t2ip((eB-~)s+(e,-~)(rr))d.9 
+Jrmexp((e,-++(eA-$)(+)d~] 
< C”(1 + t)exp(t max{8,, e,)). 
Now we estimate the first summand: 
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1 
1 I! 
T(is)f(l +i(t--s)) 
I-( 1 + ir) 
-T(k) I71 -is)1 11‘4 ‘(’ ‘)(I 1lB-“li ds 
+ c #A’ c ’ jisf(is)J Ql +i(t-s))-r(l +it) do I id-(1 +ir) 
< c, eH,c + CZeN,rt - ‘12 p:2 sup jf’(1 ii(t--a))l. 
-I<rrCl 
Owing to the identity r’= !Pr, and the asymptotic estimate of Y, since 
GE C-1, I] and t> 1, we get 
Iul(l +i(t-a))[ <C+ Ilog(1 +i(t-a))( 
~C’+log(l+t)~C”log(l+r). 
Thus lr’(l+i(t-o))l=IY(l+i(t-a))[ Ir(l+i(t-a))l~CCog(l+t)r”- 
e nri2, and therefore 
’ z-(&)I-(1 +i(t-s)) r I f(1 +ir) --T(k) T(1 -is) II,4 “’ ‘)I/ /lB -“II cls a I 
6 C log( 1 -I- t) e”d’. 
So we have proved that, for ItI > 1, 
ll@(if)ll GC(1 + I4)exp(l4 max{Q,4, ~Bj). (3.2) 
The next step consists in taking A = Z, where j. E R +, and in proving 
that (I. + B)j’ is a bounded operator Vr E R, with l/(3. + ,)“(I < 
C( 1 + ItI ) eeaifi. 
Let iER+. Then, for O<Rez< 1, 
(j*+B)--‘= l j’ 
I-(z) r(1 -z) 0 
$u =(j.fp+B) ’ dp 
1 JI 
=2niT(z)f(l -z) 0 s s 
(’ + / % 
r(t) f’(1 - ;) 
( IT 
xp-“(~+p))5--1&t&+ 
(with 0 < c < 1). Now, for < = c + is, 
IIr(<)r(l-<)/f =(i+P)i-‘B-~Il 
< C eHs”l(j, + p)” ‘~~~ReZ(sin’(rcrrc) + sinh2(ns)) “2; 
so that we can change the order of integration, provided that c < Re z. 
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Therefore, for 0 < c < Re z, 
1 
5 
c+im 
(/Z+B)-‘= 
27qz)r(l-z) r-ioo r(r)r(l-t) 
which is exactly the corresponding value of (1/27$(z)) JR V,(c + is) ds 
when A = RI. 
What we already proved for the general case, ensures now that 
(n+B)-“-(B’~‘+~‘-‘)(1+B)-‘, and therefore also (n+B)-‘, has a 
limit in the strong operator topology as Re z + 0; by Proposition A.9 of 
[23 this proves that (2 + B)i’ is a bounded operator Qt E R. Moreover, the 
estimate (3.2) gives, for JtJ > 1, 
and we remark that the constant C depends only on CA, dA, C,, tI,, 
where, at present, C, = 1, Ba = 0. 
As llB(L + B)-‘11 and Iln’-“(n + B)-‘11 are bounded in t and 1, we get, 
for I tl 2 1, 1) (I+ B) pifJJ d C( 1 + ) tl) eOsl’i, with C independent of 1. Since 
t c, (A + B)” is a strongly measurable, and hence a strongly continuous 
group, the estimate actually holds Vt E R. Finally, by applying the momen- 
tum inequality, since (A + B)-’ < C/( I+ ,I), we get, for c E R+, 
Il(n+ B)-c-irl( gC II@+ B)-‘II (1 + Id)eoa’r’ 
<& (1 + Itl) ess”‘. 
Now we go back to the case of a general operator B, and compute 
(A + B)-‘: 
(A+B)-‘= ’ jmF(l+A+B)-IdA 
T(z) q1 - z) 0 
1 
= 27rT(z) r( 1 - z) 
m 
X 5 s 
c+icc 
I-(~)I-(l-<)l-‘(~+B)r-lA-‘d~dL 
0 c-im 
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Owing to the estimate on (A + B)‘- ’ we can commute the order of integra- 
tion, and thus we get 
(Afs)rz=2nif(z):.(1 -i,Iy+” r(5)ul-i’) < IX 
Again we can commute the order of integration in the two inner 
integrals; indeed, 
which is finite if 0 < Re i; < Re z < 1. Therefore 
(A + B) -i = 1 
2niT(z) f( 1 - z) 
I 
1 
cfis 
=- 
2niT(z) 
f(()f(z-()BS -‘A ‘d[ 
(‘- jJr 
= Q(z) + A’ ‘(A + B) - ’ + B’ ‘(A + B)~ ’ 
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Now we recall that we proved that Q(z) converges in the strong operator 
topology when Re z + 0, and this is true also for A ’ ~ ‘(A + B) - -] and 
B’-“(A + B)-’ (see [2, Proposition A.81). Thus, by Proposition A.9 of 
[2], we get that (A + B)” is bounded ‘dt E R. Therefore, taking into account 
the estimate (3.2) and the obvious boundedness of A(A + B) - ’ and 
B(A + B)-‘, the theorem is proved. 
We remark that the estimate in the statement of Theorem 3.1 is not the 
best that one could have expected, owing to the term 1 + Itl; indeed, such 
a term does not appear when A and B are scalar multiples of the identity. 
We remark also that the UMD property of the Banach space X is 
employed only to ensure that A + B is a closed operator, via the paper [2]. 
Thus this assumption can be dropped if we already know that A + B is 
closed. 
Our last result follows directly from the preceding theorem. We mention 
that in the paper [4], it was proved, under the same assumptions, that the 
sum of several operators is closed, by a direct approach which applies the 
techniques of [2]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that A,, AZ, . . . . A,, are positive linear operators 
acting in a complex UMD Banach space X, with pairwise commuting resol- 
vent operators. Suppose that AZ is bounded for every real s, that s I--) A: is 
a strongly continuous group and that 11A,“11 < C, eeklsl with 0, + 9, < z for 
arbitrary j, k, j # k. Then xi= 1 A, is a positive operator, with bounded 
imaginary powers which form a strongly continuous group and grow at 
infinity not faster than ecE + ““‘, where E is an arbitrary positive real number 
and 8=max{8,: 1 <k<n}. 
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